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Introduction
1
Phoenix-NLME

is a module of Certara's Phoenix
platform that performs population PK/PD modeling and
simulation. As a single-threaded graphical platform,
however, there are limitations to perform
computationally intensive modeling scenarios.
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Objective
The main objective of this project is to meet this
growing need with a command-line alternative to the
graphical interface of Phoenix-NLME so that researchers
can fully harness to the computing resources available
to them.
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A command-line application was developed as a
2
Python package to provide an easy-to-use and
extensible toolkit for novice and advanced users alike
to perform routine modeling and simulation tasks. It's
input is a single model file comprising a model
declaration written in the Phoenix Modeling Language
(PML) and its run-time configuration. The PML is used
to create Phoenix-NLME's modeling engine, while the
run-time configuration specifies its execution.
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Results
With CLIP, researchers can model anywhere from a
single-core system to a cluster of computers in order
to take full advantage of one's computing resources.
The application has been able to accurately estimate
and simulate models faster than its equivalent
graphical operations and with equivalent accuracy.
The method of stochastic simulation and estimation
has also been implemented to indicate that the core of
this program is extremely extensible and capable of
performing non-trivial tasks with higher performance
and greater ease.
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Conclusions
CLIP is capable of not only duplicating the functionality
of Phoenix-NLME at a faster speed, but it is also
capable of more intensive operations not practical to
perform in a graphical windows environment. Future
development will involve extending this product to the
Linux operating system.
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